
SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31002 STRAIGHT ARMLESS SEGMENT

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. This frame design is “modular” allowing them to be joined together in limitless configurations and 
held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary. Seat/Cushion support utilizes aluminum straps 
for  support. Back cushion attaches to frame with “Fast Track”- fabric sleeve with spline inserted into aluminum 
channel on back frame- slide in and slide out.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31004 LOUNGE CHAIR

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. This frame design is “modular” allowing them to be joined together in limitless configurations and 
held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary. Seat/Cushion support utilizes aluminum straps 
for  support. Back cushion attaches to frame with “Fast Track”- fabric sleeve with spline inserted into aluminum 
channel on back frame- slide in and slide out.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31007 SQUARE COCKTAIL TABLE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. The table top is created from 3/16” solid aluminum.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31008 SQUARE OTTOMAN

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. This frame design is “modular” allowing them to be joined together in limitless configurations and 
held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary. Seat/Cushion support utilizes aluminum straps 
for  support. Back cushion attaches to frame with “Fast Track”- fabric sleeve with spline inserted into aluminum 
channel on back frame- slide in and slide out.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31028 LOUNGE CHAIR OTTOMAN

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. This frame design is “modular” allowing them to be joined together in limitless configurations and 
held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary. Seat/Cushion support utilizes aluminum straps 
for  support. Back cushion attaches to frame with “Fast Track”- fabric sleeve with spline inserted into aluminum 
channel on back frame- slide in and slide out.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  21 lbs.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31032 SQUARE CORNER SEGMENT

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. This frame design is “modular” allowing them to be joined together in limitless configurations and 
held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary. Seat/Cushion support utilizes aluminum straps 
for  support. Back cushion attaches to frame with “Fast Track”- fabric sleeve with spline inserted into aluminum 
channel on back frame- slide in and slide out.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  47 lbs.
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*Seat depth is 23.5”. Measurement 
is taken from front edge of cushion 
to overhang of the back cushion. 
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31033 CIRCULAR CORNER SEGMENT

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. This frame design is “modular” allowing them to be joined together in limitless configurations and 
held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary. Seat/Cushion support utilizes aluminum straps 
for  support. Back cushion attaches to frame with “Fast Track”- fabric sleeve with spline inserted into aluminum 
channel on back frame- slide in and slide out.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics (cushions & umbrellas) are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and 
are UV tested for exterior use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather 
weave, an open weave, vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit 
fading, deterioration and mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  42 lbs.
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34"

*Seat depth is 23.5”. Measurement 
is taken from front corner of 
cushion to overhang of the back 
cushion. 
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31035L DOUBLE LEFT ARM SEGMENT

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. This frame design is “modular” allowing them to be joined together in limitless configurations and 
held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary. Seat/Cushion support utilizes aluminum straps 
for  support. Back cushion attaches to frame with “Fast Track”- fabric sleeve with spline inserted into aluminum 
channel on back frame- slide in and slide out.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  72 lbs.
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*Seat depth is 23.5”. Measurement 
is taken from front edge of cushion 
to overhang of the back cushion. 
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31035R DOUBLE RIGHT ARM SEGMENT

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. This frame design is “modular” allowing them to be joined together in limitless configurations and 
held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary. Seat/Cushion support utilizes aluminum straps 
for  support. Back cushion attaches to frame with “Fast Track”- fabric sleeve with spline inserted into aluminum 
channel on back frame- slide in and slide out.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  72 lbs.
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*Seat depth is 23.5”. Measurement 
is taken from front edge of cushion 
to overhang of the back cushion. 
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31037 QUARTER ROUND COCKTAIL TABLE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. The table top is created from 3/16” solid aluminum.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31038 QUARTER ROUND OTTOMAN

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. This frame design is “modular” allowing them to be joined together in limitless configurations and 
held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary. Seat/Cushion support utilizes aluminum straps 
for  support. Back cushion attaches to frame with “Fast Track”- fabric sleeve with spline inserted into aluminum 
channel on back frame- slide in and slide out.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31052 CURVED DOUBLE SEGMENT

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. This frame design is “modular” allowing them to be joined together in limitless configurations and 
held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary. Seat/Cushion support utilizes aluminum straps 
for  support. Back cushion attaches to frame with “Fast Track”- fabric sleeve with spline inserted into aluminum 
channel on back frame- slide in and slide out.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  62 lbs.

34"

29"

11"

30.5"

18"

*23.5"

*Seat depth is 23.5”. Measurement 
is taken from front edge of cushion 
to overhang of the back cushion. 

60"
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31058 CIRCULAR OTTOMAN

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. This frame design is “modular” allowing them to be joined together in limitless configurations and 
held together with nylon clips that keep the pieces stationary. Seat/Cushion support utilizes aluminum straps 
for  support. Back cushion attaches to frame with “Fast Track”- fabric sleeve with spline inserted into aluminum 
channel on back frame- slide in and slide out.

FABRIC: Our acrylic fabrics are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and are UV tested for exterior 
use. Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  36 lbs.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31066 OCCASIONAL TABLE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. The table top is created from 3/16” solid aluminum.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31067 RECTANGLE COCKTAIL TABLE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. The table top is created from 3/16” solid aluminum.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31085S/M31085CS/M1304 DAYBED W/CANOPY AND CUSHIONS

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. 

End caps are provided to cover the 4 corner extrusions of the base bed if optional canopy (sold separately) is 
not utilized.

FABRIC: Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew. Our acrylic fabrics (cushions and umbrellas)are created by leading outdoor fabric manufacturers and 
are UV tested for exterior use.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 

Unit Weight:  176.5 lbs.

31.5"

21.5"
90"

Surface 
mountable

Dual in-line 
skate wheels

80"

17.5"

50"

55"
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31085S/M31085CS DAYBED W/CANOPY 

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. 

End caps are provided to cover the 4 corner extrusions of the base bed if optional canopy (sold separately) is 
not utilized.

FABRIC: Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  158.5 lbs.

90"

Surface 
mountable

Dual in-line 
skate wheels

80"

17.5"
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SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS ARRAY MODULAR
MODEL M31085S DAYBED SLING BASE

FRAMES: Frame structure is made from commercial grade, non-rusting aluminum. Finish is a polyester powder 
coating that has been baked on the frame at high temperatures providing an extremely durable, weather 
resistant finish. 

End caps are provided to cover the 4 corner extrusions of the base bed if optional canopy (sold separately) is 
not utilized.

FABRIC: Woven vinyl fabrics (used primarily as sling material) are made from weather weave, an open weave, 
vinyl-coated, polyester fiber fabric. Ultraviolet stabilizers have been added to inhibit fading, deterioration and 
mildew.

Texacraft® reserves the right to make minor changes or modifications and to discontinue finish color, strap color, 
fabrics, or styles without notice. Measurements given are approximate. Information provided is as accurate as 
possible.

Unit Weight:  112
 lbs.

34"

17.5"

*45"

90"55"

*Height dimension is taken
from middle upright position of
the adjustable back.

Surface 
mountable

Dual in-line 
skate wheels

End cap

45.5"
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